Introduction
Let B =: B k,p be the space of stable L . The reparametrization group G =: PSL(2, C) acting on ( L k−1,p , B k,p ) continuously with local slices S f for any f ∈ B k,p . Since the G-action is only continuous, the coordinate transformations between these local slices S f as well as the transition functions between the local bundles ( L k−1,p |S f , S f ) are only continuous in general. Because of this well-known difficulty in lack of differentiability, to establish the analytic foundation of GW theory by the method of [L] it is crucial to have sufficiently many smooth sections of the local bundle L k−1,p | S f → S f that are still smooth viewed in any other slices S h .
In [L], we have given two different methods to construct such sections starting from an element ξ ∈ C
(f * T M)) = ( L k−1,p ) f for a smooth map f . The purpose of this paper is to explain one of the constructions, the geometric G-equivariant extension ξ O S f of ξ, and to improve the results in [L] on this construction. Throughout this paper, we will assume that k − 2/p > 1. Note that under this condition the L First observe that for a fixed φ ∈ G, the action on ( L k−1,p , B k,p ) is a C ∞ automorphism. Hence for the purpose of this paper and its sequels, we can replace G by G e and only consider the local G e -action. Here G e is a local chart of G containing the identity e ∈ G chosen as follows. Let W (f ) be a local coordinate chart of B k,p centered at a smooth stable map f such that the bundle L k−1,p | W (f ) → W (f ) is trivialized. Let Γ f be the isotropy group of f . Since Γ f is finite, we can choose G e such that G e ∩ Γ f = {e}. Then the G e -action on W (f ) is free for sufficiently small W (f ). Let S f ⊂ W (f ) be a local slice of the action. By shrinking W (f ) if it is necessary, we may assume further that the local G e -orbit O S f of S f is equal to W (f ).
We now recall the two constructions of the G-equivariant extensions of ξ in [L] .
The first one is obtained as follows. Under the above given trivialization, the given element ξ in the central fiber can be considered as a "constant", hence smooth section over W (f ). Denote its restriction to the local slice S f by ξ S f as a smooth section of L k−1,p | S f → S f . Then using the local G e -action, we obtain a G e -equivariant section ξ O S f over W (f ) = O S f . More specifically, ξ O S f is defined by ξ O S f (h) = T (h) * (ξ S f (h • T (h))). Here the map T is defined in the following proposition proved in next section. It was proved by a direct computation in [L] that ξ O S f is of class C
1
. A more conceptual proof of this will be given in the forth coming paper [L?], in which we will also show that generically ξ O S f is exact of class C
. In contrast, we will show in this paper that the extension ξ O S f by the second construction is of class C m 0 or C ∞ . In other words, it has the same degree of the smoothness as T has.
To describe the second construction, let ∪ 
We require that the G-equivariant extension ξ O S f to be defined satisfying the condition that
Thus we only need to define the G-equivariant
To get these extensions, note that in above we have used the decomposition C) , and tensor product is taken over C) . A family version of this isomorphism gives rise the isomorphism of the bundles
) → B k,p is the trivial bundle and T k−1,p is the tangent bundle T B k−1,p restricted to B k,p but with the "standard" bundle structure obtained by using the Jinvariant parallel transport on T M. One can show (in next section) that this bundle structure is C ∞ equivalent to that of T B k−1,p . However, the equivalence is not with respect to the induced complex structure by J on T B k−1,p .
Using the trivialization of Ω 0,1 k−1,p above, we get the constant extension γ S f as a section of the bundle Ω 0,1
) be the corresponding maps under the above trivialization. Then
is smooth , and [γ O S f ] have the same degree of the smoothness as T has by the following lemma.
It follows from the definition that (β i t iν ) O S f is G-equivariant. We need to show that it is smooth.
If we replace R by C, the same conclusion holds. This proves the smoothness of (β i ) O S f .
Denote the section (t iν ) O S f by T iν for short. Instead of just proving the smoothness of T iν , we introduce a further sheaf theoretic localization of the trivialization T k−1,p | W (f ) by considering the corresponding sheafication, that will facilitate the proofs of the main theorems in this paper and its sequels. For our purpose here, we will only describe the sections of the sheafication on open sets D containing in some D i of the above covering {D i , i = 1, ·, l}. To explain this, note that the standard constructions of the coordinate charts for B k,p and bundle structure of T k−1,p → B k,p can obtained as an application of the theory of section functor on the category of FVB (vector bundles with fiber bundle morphisms ) developed by Palais in [P] . The functorial nature of the section functor gives rise the desired sheafication. More concretely, for
. For our purpose here, it is sufficient to consider D = D i , i = 1, · · · , l. Then we get the functorial system of the bundles
, however, is considered as a morphism between the two sheaves and the sections T iν , ν = 1, · · · , m before become not just the sections of the bundle T k−1,p (f ; D i ) → W (f ; D i ) but also morphisms between the two sheaves. Moreover, these sections form a frame of the bundle so that they give rise a trivialization of the bundle. Similarly, the usual process of the local trivialization for the bundle T k−1,p using the induced parallel transport by the J-invariant connection on T M carries over here and produce the "standard" local trivialization for
Note: One of the reasons that we have brought out the sheaf theoretic aspect in above discussion is that while sections like T iν or the "constant" sections of the local bundle T k−1,p (f ; D i ) → W (f ; D i ) are morphism of the corresponding sheaves, the G-equivariant extensions used the first construction in [L] mentioned before can not be interpreted as such morphisms.
The smoothness of the section (β i t iν • f ) O S f then follows from the above proposition and theorem. This proves the following main theorem of this paper. Theorem 1.2 Given a smooth stable map f and a smooth section 
In Sec. 3, we give the proofs for the two versions of the main theorem. In Sec. 4, we consider an embedding M → R m and its induced embedding
. Then we construct a smooth section ∆ of an infinite dimensional "obstrction" bundle N → T . Here T is an tubular neighborhood of
, M) then is realized as the zero locus of the section ∆. Using this construction, we outline a different approach to GW theory. The full details of this part will be treated in a separate paper.
In Sec. 5, we present simpler proofs for the smoothness of L p k -norm and related results.
Coordinate Charts and Local Trivializations
We start with some basic definitions in order to fix our notations.
Let (M, ω) be a compact symplectic manifold with a symplectic form ω. Fix an ω-compatible almost complex structure J. Denote the induced Riemannian metric by g J (−, J−). Consider the Riemann sphere Σ = (S 2 , i 0 ) with the standard complex structure i 0 and round metric. Assume that all the geometric data above are of class C
For the discussion of this section, we assume further that k − 2/p > 1. It follows that (a) the space
It is well known that Map is a smooth Banach manifold and L k−1,p → Map k,p is a smooth Banach bundle. There are two ways to construct the local trivializations of the bundle L k−1,p → Map k,p . The first is the standard one given in the original paper [G] of Gromov, by identifying the fibers using the induced J-invariant parallel transport. The other can be obtained by considering the tangent bundle T Map k−1,p first, then the simple relation between T Map k−1,p and L k−1,p gives rise the local trivialization for L k−1,p . The bundle structure on T Map k−1,p is given by Floer in [F1] . The smoothness of the transition functions between the local trivializations of T Map k−1,p in [F1] is a consequence of the smoothness of the coordinate transformations of Map k−1,p . On the other hand, a complete proof of the smoothness of the transition functions between the local trivializations in [G] as well as the smoothness of the transition functions between the above two types of local trivializations for T Map k−1,p are not presented in the literature of the GW-theory. In addition to these local trivializations, in this paper we will introduce a sheaf theoretic type of local trivialization. As mentioned before, to prove the main theorem of this paper, it is crucial to show that all these local trivializations for T Map k−1,p are C ∞ -equivalent. The main technique tool to prove such an equivalence as well as other results of similar nature in this paper is the work of Palais in [P] on the category of vector bundles with fiber bundle (hence, possibly non-linear )morphisms (FVB) and the Banach space valued section functors on such a category. In fact, large part of the Floer's work in [F1] can be obtained as an application of the work in [P] .
The key ingredient of the construction in [P] and [F1] is the following theorem that will be used repeatedly in this paper .
Theorem 2.1 ( [F1] , [P] ) Given a compact smooth manifold M, let B i → M, i = 1, 2 be the bundle of unit ball of the smooth vector bundle E i → M, and f : B 1 → B 2 be a possibly nonlinear smooth bundle map. Assume
Then df is a smooth bundle map and
Proof:
We only outline a proof. For more details, see [F1] and [P] . Clearly we only need to show that (1)
. Indeed, since the derivative df along the fiber is a smooth bundle map so that it plays the same role as f does, (1) and (2) imply that f * is of class C ∞ by induction.
• Proof of (1):
which is bounded by df
is a Banach algebra. As remarked above, a better bound is df
Note: Using the better bounds in the proof above, we only to assume that (a )the bundle E i → M, i = 1, 2 and the bundle map f :
along the fiber such that the derivatives df and d ). Then the above theorem is still true. We now apply above theorem to construct the standard coordinate transformations for Map and the transition functions for L. In the following unless specified otherwise, we will assume that the center f of each coordinate is of class C ∞ . However, one can verify that the conditions in the above note are satisfied for the discussion below so that the same results are true when the
Recall the definition of natural coordinate chart W (f ) for f ∈ Map k,p .
Consider the smooth bundle
Given two smooth elements f i , i = 1, 2 ∈ Map, the above theorem implies that the coordinated transformation Ψ 21 :
, and the coordinated transformation Ψ 21 : W f 1 → W f 2 is the restriction of (ψ 21 ) * = Γ k,p (ψ 21 ) to W (f 1 ). Hence by the above theorem Ψ 21 is of class of C ∞ .
• • Smoothness of the transition functions of L.
Next recall the local trivialization of the bundle L = L k−1,p over the local chart W f . For any h ∈ W f and ξ ∈ L f , the local trivialization
is the induced action by the J-invariant parallel transport along the shortest geodesic from f (x) to h(x).
Given f 1 and f 2 in Map as above, the transition function between two local trivializations then is defined by Π 21 =:
To see that Π 21 is of class C ∞ , we make some reductions. Note that any ξ ∈ L f is a summation of the elements
. Note that identification of the fibers induced by the parallel transport in local trivialization for L only acts on
), and the bundle T k−1,p with the fiber
has the local trivialization induced by the parallel transport as for L. Thus we only need to show that the corresponding transition function Π 21 for
Next consider the pull-back of the bundles
is the parallel transport of e along the geodesic from f i (x) to exp f i (x) b by a fixed J-invariant connection on (T M, J). It is easy to see that π f i is of class C ∞ . Then the bundle map π 21 =:
In order to applying the above theorem, we need to find the corresponding maps between the relevant vector bundles on S 2 rather than on B i as above. To this end, consider the bundle
is the "vertical" lifting of e ∈ (E 1 ) x , which is a section of p * 1 (E 1 ) along the fiber (B 1 ) x and (p * 1 (e))(b) is its value at b ∈ (B 1 ) x . Then the smoothness of
By the above theorem, the smoothness of T im-
•• Smooth equivalence between the local trivializations of T B k−1,p and
Note that if we replace k −1 by k, the bundle T k,p is just the (C ∞ ) tangent bundle T B k,p but with different local trivializations. The local trivializations for T B k,p induce the local trivializations and hence a C ∞ bundle structure for T B k−1,p . We now show that the set theoretic identification T B k−1,p → T k−1,p is in fact a bundle isomorphism of class C ∞ . We will prove this by showing that the transition functions between of the local trivializations of T B k−1,p and T k−1,p are of class C ∞ .
First recall the local trivialization of
. To show that the transition function between D f and Π f is of class C ∞ , we need to find the corresponding bundle maps as we did for the transition function Π 21 .
Consider the bundle p : . Here p * (e) is the section the fiber (B 1 ) x of the vertical lifting of e ∈ (E) x and (p * (e))(b) is the its value at b ∈ (B 1 ) x . Then the argument before implies
Now the transition function A between the two local trivializations D f and Π f above is given by A(ξ, η) = (ξ, T(ξ, η)). This implies that A is of class C ∞ , hence proves the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1 The transition functions between the local trivializations of
Corollary 2.1 The section s =:
Proof:
The result is proved in [F] and [P] for s : B k,p →: L k−1,p with respect to the smooth structure on L k−1,p induced from T B k−1,p .
• Further sheaf-theoretic localization of a trivialization of the bundle
To facilitate the proof of the main theorem, we now introduce a sheaftheoretic localization of certain sections of the local bundle
be an fixed open covering of S 2 and α i , i = 1, · · · , l is a partition of unit subordinated to the covering. Each α i induces a bundle morphism E α i :
It is easy to see that E α i is smooth. Indeed in the any of above local trivialization
is "linear" and continuous, hence smooth.
Thus given a section s : 
Note that by our assumption for any h ∈ W (f ), (1 )the pull back frame h * (t i ) is defined over h −1 (V i ) that contains D i hence the support of (E α i (s))(h); (2)the pull back of the global sections sections β i t i =: 
Hence for each i, we get three corresponding collections of sections, denoted by
less than the prescribed small ǫ; and the bundle T k−1,p (f ; D i ) is defined by the same formula as before, (
The main theorem is the following.
To simplify our notations, we will drop the subscript i for the discussion below. The theorem will be derived as a corollary of the smooth equivalence of the following two local trivializations of the bundle T k−1,p (f ; D) → W (f ; D). The first local trivialization is just the standard one induced by the J-invariant parallel transport. It can be reformulate as follows. Let Q ν : W (f ; D) → T k−1,p (f ; D) be the corresponding section obtained as the "constant" extension of the point-section
by the standard local trivialization induced by the parallel transport along short geodesics. Then the local trivialization Π
Proposition 2.2 The two local trivializations
are smoothly equivalent.
Proof:
As before, the proposition will be proved by applying the theory of TVB in [P] by finding the corresponding bundle maps. In steady of essentially repeating what we did before, we give an "universal" treatment that works for the case here as well as the cases before with necessary modifications.
Let V be one of those V i , i = 1, · · · , l above. Denote the bundle T V by p : E =: T V → S Define the following two bundle isomorphisms I 1 &I 2 : p * (E) → E as follows. For any (b, e) ∈ p * (E) with b ∈ B, p(b) = x and e ∈ E x , I 1 =: p * (E) → E by I 1 (b, e) = (b, P (exp x b, x)(e)), where P (exp x b, x)(e) is the parallel transport of e along the geodesic from x to exp x b by the fixed Jinvariant connection on (T M, J). Then I 1 is of class C ∞ . Thus this is the bundle isomorphism relevant to the standard trivialization induced from the parallel transport. The second bundle isomorphisms
well as the pull-backs of all the related commutative diagrams. In particular, consider the pull-back bundle p *
Here p * (e) is the vertical lifting of e ∈ (E f ) x along the fiber (B f ) x and (p * f (e))(b) is the its value at b ∈ (B f ) x . Then the argument before implies that •• Proof of the theorem: Clearly the smoothness of T ν follows from the above proposition.
Now the transition function
is the multiplication by α with support of α containing in D. Clearly both R and E α are continuous and linear (in the local chart for R), hence smooth so that E α (T ν ) is a smooth section.
To see the smoothness of
We will assume that the local frame t is defined on slightly larger open neighborhood V so that T ν is already a smooth section on W (f ) by above proposition. Now defined the inverse images
. Note that by our assumption above, the relations such as
hold. We may assume that D ′ here is the same as the one defined before. SinceD
, we may assume that for any h ∈ W (f ), the image of h(f
We will assume that any element h in W (f ) already has this property.
Then the non-empty compact set f (S 
. By the argument before we may assume that for all h ∈ W (f ), we still haveV 
, R) defined by the pull backs of β, P β (h) = β • h. We will show in next lemma that P β is of class C ∞ . Denote the multiplication map by m :
given by m(a, ξ) = R(a) · ξ. Here R(a) is the restriction of a to D ′ . Then m is smooth. Now consider
Here
) is the restriction map. Then it is smooth. It is easy to check that F (h) = (β • h) · T ν (h) with obvious interpretations of the corresponding domains and ranges. Hence F is essentially equal to E β (T ν ) : . Then it induces a map E γ :
by multiplying with γ. Clearly E γ is linear and continuous, and hence smooth.
Lemma 2.1 Let β : M → R be a smooth function. Then the map
Proof:
The proof is a simple application the theorem on smoothness of section functor in [P] . The two relevant finite dimensional bundles are p 1 :
Then by the theorem on section functor,
Corollary 2.2 Let β : M → R m be a smooth function. Then the map
In particular, let X be a smooth vector field with support in a local chart V ′′ of M. Assume that dim(M) = m and t = {t 1 , ·, t m } is a smooth local frame of
. Now take X = βt ν before. Then the map P here is just the corresponding map for the section E β (T ) in the previous theorem. This proved the section E β (T ) itself is smooth except that we are not using the standard local trivialization.
In the rest of this section, we will use several basic results whose proofs are much easier for the space L 
) is a closed (and splitting) C ∞ embedding.
Unless it is a Hilbert space, for a general L p k -space, a close subspace may not have a complement. On the other hand, the usual definition of a closed submanifold of a Banach manifold requires the local splitting property so that most of the usual properties of submanifolds in finite dimensional case can be established accordingly for the infinite dimensional case. For our case here, the following implies the local splitting of the embedding.
For any smooth f :
The rest of the proof is a routine verification.
In Section 4 we will give a general construction that implies the closeness of the embedding in above proposition.
The reparametrization group G = SL(2, C) acts continuously on Map. there is an open neighborhood U of f and a compact subset K of G such that for any g ∈ G \ K and h ∈ U , g · h ∈ U.
(III) A weakly stable L p k -map is said to be stable if its stabilizer is finite. Let B =: B k,p of the collection of the stable L p k -maps. Then for any f ∈ B, there is a local slice S f that is transversal to the all G-orbit O h at finitely many (uniformly bounded) points for h sufficiently close to f .
To simplifying our presentation, we assume that there is at least one point at which f is a local embedding of class m 0 ≥ 1. This condition implies that f not only is stable but also has a local slice S f constructed below using evaluation maps.
• Local slices S f by evaluation map. Recall the definition of the local slice S f by evaluation map for f ∈ B k,p as follows.
It is sufficient to assume that f is of class
. Then we define W f =: Exp fŴ . Here the exponential map is taken with respect to an f dependent metric specified below. Since there is at least one point, and hence any point in a neighborhood of that point, where f is a local embedding, we can fix three of such points as three standard marked points x = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } = {0, 1, ∞} on S 2 . Assume that the metric used to define Exp f depending on f in the sense that it is flat near f (x i ) ∈ M, i = 1, 2, 3, such that an Euclidean neigh-
) with two flat summands. Here V (f (x i )) is the local image of f near x i and H(f (x i )) is the local flat hypersurface of codimension 2 transversal to f (x i ) at its origin. To define the local slices, we use the following lemma in [L] .
Proposition 2.4 The 3-fold evaluation map at x, ev x :
) is a smooth submersion.
It is sufficient to look at the case for the evaluation map ev x with x being one of the x i , i = 1, 2, 3.
We use the local charts
Then under these coordinate charts, ev x is given bŷ
In other words,êv x is just the restriction toŴ of the evaluation mapêv x :
, which is linear and continuous, hence smooth.
Denote the three local flat hypersurfaces H(f (x i )), i = 1, 2, 3 together by H and the corresponding flat local images V (f (x i )), i = 1, 2, 3 by V = V(f (x)) with coordinates v.
For ǫ small enough, we define S f = (ev x )
Consider the map F =:
Note that as before here the local flat metric used is f
f ′ is the projection with respect to above local decomposition. Then for (h, g) ∈ S f × G , h • g is in S f ′ if and only if F (h, g) = 0. In particular, for any h ∈ S f , there is a g = T (h) ∈ G such that coordinate transformation Ψ S (h) = h • T (h) ∈ S f ′ so that (h, T (h)) solves the equation F (h, g) = 0. Now under the assumption m 0 > 1, the function F is at least of class C m 0 with F (f, φ) = 0. Moreover by the construction the partial
Then by implicity function theorem, there is an unique such T : S f → G of class C m 0 with the desired property.
The above argument implies the following corollary.
Now let W (f ) = ∪ g∈G e g(S f ) be the decomposition of W (f ) by the images of S f under the local G-action. Here G e is the corresponding local group. When f is smooth, we may identify the O G e f with G e smoothly. Then the above corollary implies the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4 There is a
• Local slices S f by using
) is the action map. Then we have the following proposition.
Thus upto a constant
Clearly F ξ is a smooth function of class C ∞ . Indeed, Since ξ is fixed and smooth, the function 
} be a basis of the Lie algebra T e G, and e f = {e
. Then both of them are of class C
f is a local slice for the local G-action on W (f ).
If there is no confusion we will still denote S
. Then (1) F e f (e, f ) = 0; (2) the partial derivative along G-direction at (f, e) is surjective. Here G e is the local "group" near the identity e (= a small neighborhood of e in G). The it follows from the implicit function theorem that there is a C
. This proves the following proposition.
Note : There is an obvious more natural way to defined the local slice
Then the above proposition is still true. However its proof is slightly harder than the one above. This is the reason that we use the above definition here. A proof of the corresponding proposition as above for this new slice will be given in the forth coming paper on the C 1 -smoothness of the equivariant extension in the first construction in [L] .
Given f and f ′ in B, assume that the intersection of the orbits of the two slices, O S f ∩ O S f ′ = ϕ so that the transformation between these two slices, still denoted by Ψ S is defined on S f ∩ Ψ −1
Corollary 2.6 Assume that k − 2/p > 0. Then there is a C ∞ -smooth function T :
Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section we prove the following two versions of the main theorem.
• First version of the main theorem Now start with a point-section
Recall the assumption that the local G-orbit O S f of the local slice S f in W (f ) is W (f ) itself.
Denote by η O S f the local G e -equivariant extension of η over O S f = W (f ). We require that the extension η O S f to be defined satisfies the property that
Thus we only need to defined the equivariant extensions (a ν i ) O S f and (E β i (t iν )) O S f . Since E β i (T iν ) is already smooth and G-equivariant defined on O S f = W (f ), (E β i (t iν )) O S f is simply defined to be E β i (T iν ).
To define (a . Using the partition on unit β 1 + β 2 = 1 with respect to the cover, γ = β 1 γ + β 2 γ. Then γ = β 1 γ + β 2 γ = a 1 t 1 + a 2 t 2 . Here t i , i = 1, 2 is a smooth complex frame of ∧ The key point is that P is well-defined and continuous. Indeed, by Holder inequality for 1/p 1 + 1/p 2 + · · · , +1/p 2m = 1/r with p 1 = p 2 = · · · = p 2m = 2m = p and r = 1,
